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“Jake has an incredible 
knack for reimagination…  

he really cares about 
the design detail and 

understands that every 
inch of every boat must  

be fully considered”

NEXT GEN

Andrew Winch and Jake Edens,  
both at Winch Design

A N D R E W
“Jake was a finalist in the Young Designer 

of the Year competition, and it’s safe to say 
his work blew the judges away. His styling 

is progressive, forward-thinking, and in 
tune with younger clients and their needs, 
but he also has a real understanding of the 
progression of yacht design and respects 
the history and technical developments 

behind it. He has an incredible knack for 
reimagination and, like me, really cares 
about the design detail; he understands 

that every inch of every boat must be fully 
considered. The best advice I can give him 
is to always give something a go – even if it 
seems like it’s too much. Think completely 

outside the box at the beginning of a 
project, and you can always bring it back in 
later – that’s one of the reasons our clients 

have so much fun working with us.”

J A K E
“I had my first experience with yachts 

while studying transport design, and from 
there they became my passion. I’ve always 
appreciated the long lines on superyachts, 
and I enjoy the contemporary architecture 
of Zaha Hadid, and the legendary exterior 

transport designs of Raymond Loewy – 
both have had a huge influence on me as 

a designer. In terms of yachts, I think that 
all Winch designs have a kind of classic 

elegance. I also love the exterior of Lady 
Lara (Lürssen) – every time I look at it, 
I notice a new detail to the surfacing. I 

also think Tango (Feadship) is incredible, 
because its exterior has these strong, 

almost clinical military lines, and yet it still 
manages to remain balanced and elegant. 
My dream project would be to work with 

a younger client, who has a passion for 
original exterior forms, while being aware 

of what makes a great interior.”

Jake wears own clothes, Luminor  
1950 Chronograph Flyback watch PAM 

00652, £14,500, panerai.com.  
Andrew wears own clothes
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